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ABSTRACT 
The concept of a symmetric operator relative to a quadratic form is extended to a 
k-form cp acting in n-space L, for any k > 2. It is shown how to embed L, into L, 
with the smallest possible r and expand ‘p to a k-form $J acting in L, such that there 
exists an operator L, + L, that is symmetric with respect to @ and whose eigenvalues 
are all distinct. As an application it is shown how to express a polynomial in one 
variable as a sum of r kth powers of linear binomials with the smallest possible r. As a 
particular case a formula that generalizes the Cardan formula for solving cubic 
equations is derived. 
INTRODUCTION 
The theory of symmetric linear operators is well developed, along with its 
applications, in textbooks on linear algebra. Here the term “symmetric” 
means “with respect to the given nondegenerate symmetric bilinear function 
acting in n-space L, over a field F.” If a nondegenerate symmetric k-linear 
function (form) cp (k > 2) is given, then the definition of a symmetric operator 
can be formulated for the function cp in an obvious way (see Section 1). 
However, this concept of a symmetric operator has not yet attracted much 
attention. “Usually” the set Q of all operators symmetric with respect to ‘p is 
trivial (consists of multiples of the identity). But if Sl is not trivial, it provides 
valuable information about cp. For example, if A E D and A has r distinct 
eigenvalues in F, then ‘p is a direct sum of r k-linear forms; r = n implies that 
in the appropriate basis ‘p is the sum of kth powers of the coordinates of a 
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vector. Secondly, one can try to embed L, into L,, (m > n) and extend cp to 
a k-linear symmetric function @, acting in L, in such a way that the set d 
corresponding to @ contains operators with desirable properties. Then one 
can return to L, and derive some properties of cp as the restriction of @. 
These ideas as well as their possible applications are the subject of the present 
paper. 
The paper consists of three sections. In Section 1 we define an operator 
symmetric with respect to the given regular k-linear form and derive some 
simple properties of the set D of all symmetric operators. In Section 2 we 
study a special class of binary forms for which D is not trivial. As an 
application we obtain a formula for solving some algebraic equations in 
radicals which generalizes the Cardan formula for solving cubic equations. 
Section 3 deals with the last idea of this introduction: we find the smallest T 
such that the given L, can be embedded into L,, and cp extended to @ acting 
in L, in such a way that there exists a symmetric operator A : L, + L, with all 
eigenvalues distinct. A closely related problem: given a polynomial P(t), find 
the smallest whole number r such that P can be expressed as a sum of r kth 
powers of linear binomials of t and find all such representations, is also 
solved. 
1. SYMMETRIC OPERATORS 
Let ‘p be a k-linear symmetric function (form) acting in a linear n-space 
L,, over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. We assume that ‘p is 
regular (nondegenerate), which means that cp,(x s, x s, . . . , x k) = cp(v, x s, 
x:x,..., xk) = 0 only if v = 0 (otherwise ‘p is a direct sum of zero and a form 
acting in a space of smaller dimension). Call a linear operator A : L, -+ L, 
symmetric with respect to ‘p (briefly, symmetric) iff ‘p(Ax,,x,,x,,. . . ,x,) = 
‘p(X,> Ax,,~,,..., xk) for all x1,x2,. . . ,xk E L,. Due to the symmetry of (p, 
cp(Ax,,xs,x a ,..., xk) = ‘p(xi,xs ,..., xi-i, Ax,,x,+i ,..., xk). Assume that cp is 
nondegenerate. If k > 2, then any two symmetric operators commute, and 
their product is also symmetric. Indeed, if A and B are symmetric, 
then q((AB - BA)xi,xs,xa,. . .,x,) = (~(Akxi,xs,xs,. . . ,xk) 
- cp(BAxi,xs,x 3,...,x~)=(~(Bx~,Ax2,x~rx~,...,x~)-~)(Ax~,x2,Bx~,xq, 
. . . . x,.)=(p(xi, Ax,, Bx,,x, ,..., xk)-‘~(Ax,,x~, Bx,,x, ,..., xk)=O, so AB- 
BA = 0, and ~(ABx,,x,,x,, . . . xk) - ‘p(xl, ABx,, x3,. . . xk) = 
‘p(Bx,, x2, Ax,, x4,...,xk) - ‘p(xi, Rx,, Ax,, Q,...>Xk) = ~(Bx,,x,,Ax3, 
x,, ,... xk)-(~(Bxi,x~,Axs,x~ ,... ~~)=O,soABissymmetric.Denotetheset 
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of all symmetric (with respect to ‘p) operators by Q. Thus, we have proved 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf k >, 3 then G? is a commutative algebra. 
Note that Proposition 1 does not hold when k = 2. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf Q contains a nonderogatory operator A (i.e., the 
minimal polynomial of A has degree n = dim L), then Q consists of the set of 
polynomials in A. 
Proof Can be found in [ 11. n 
If A E Q and A has s distinct eigenvalues Xi, . . . , A,, then ‘p is a direct 
sum of forms ‘pi acting in Li, the invariant subspace of A, corresponding to 
the eigenvalue Xi (i=1,2,..., 
h j)*v/, 
s). Indeed, if v, E L{, vj E L), then vi = (A - 
where vi’ EL;, and q(vi,vj,x3,x4 ,... xk)= cp((A- Aj)“v;,vj, 
x3,x4,... ~~)=(~(v,‘,(A-~~)“v~,x~,x~ ,..., 
a particular case we obtain the following: 
xk) = 0, since (A - X j)“vj = 0. As 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf D contains an element A with distinct eigenvalues, 
then relative to a basis {f,,f, ,..., f,} consisting of eigenvectors of A, 
(P(fil,fi2,. . . , f,,) = 0 unless i, = i, = . . . = i,. Conversely, the existence of 
such a basis gives rise to a cp for which the corresponding Q contains a matrix 
with distinct eigenvalues. 
If the vectors fi in Proposition 2 are appropriately normed, then 
‘p(x,, x2,. . . ,Xk) = XllXZl . . . Xkl + x12x22 . . . Xk2 + . . . + XlnlC‘2n . . . Xkn, 
where x,i, xi2,. . ., xi n are coordinates of x i. 
Consider another possible case: let A E Q have the minimal poly- 
nomial (X - XO)n. Then there exists a basis {f,,f,,...f,} such that Afi = 
X,fi +f,_i (i = 1,2,...,n; f,=O). Since f,=(A-A,)“-‘f,, we have 
(p(fi,>f,,,9”., fi,)=q((A-X0)“-‘If,, (A-h0)n-i2f,,...,(A-Ao)n~i~f,) 
= cp((A - A,) nk~(il+iz+‘.‘ii~)fn,f,,f. ,..., f,)=q(f,,,f,,f, ,..., f,,), where 
m=i,+ip+ ... + i, -(k -1)n; f,=O if m ~0. Denote cp(f,,,f, ,..., f,,) 
by c,,,. We have c,#O; otherwise q(fl,xZ,x3,...,xk)=0 and cp would 
not be regular. We ‘show that vector f: [which defines a Jordan basis 
{f(=(A-A,)“-‘f;; i=l,2,..., n} of A] can be chosen in such a way that 
c{=q(f,!,fA,f,!, ,..., fL)willbeallzerofori=2,3 ,..., n.Indeed,letfA=f,- 
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(cs/kc,)f, r. Then 
zc,-kc %=O. 
’ kc, 
Assume now that we have a Jordan basis {f ,,f,, . . . , f n } such that c2 = cs 
= . . . =cP=O. Let f,!,=f,-(cP+l/kcr)f,Pp. Then f;=f,, ci=cr, f;=f, 
-(c,+r /kcr)f,_,=f,if q<p. So,if2<qgp, then 
c; = cp f,,f, - Ff”_,,...f, - 
( 
c,+r Cp+l 
-f 0, 
1 kc1 
“pp = 
1 
since in the expansion of the right side we have cp(f q,f n,. . . f ,,) = 0 (by the 
inductive assumption), and all remaining terms are zero because the sum of 
the indices of the f’s is less than (k - 1)n + 1. Next, 
c;+,=cp f,+1 ( - Pfr,f, - $& 1 1 
Cp+l 
f”-kcf,.,...,f,-~f,,~p 
1 1 i 
=cp+1 - kc,% = 0. 
1 
Thus, in the appropriate basis {f i }, ‘p has the canonical form’ 
V(fi,~fi,T**‘pfi,> = 
1 if i,+i,+ ... +i,=(k-l)n+l, 
o othenvise (1) 
Summarizing, we can state that if Q contains an element with minimal 
polynomial of degree n, then by the first reduction, ‘p becomes the sum of 
’ The value 1 instead of cI can be obtained by multiplying all vectors of the previous basis by 
l/K. 
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forms ‘pi on spaces V, of dimension ni with corresponding operators Ai with 
minimal polynomial (X - Xi)“‘, so using the second reduction, each of ‘pi can 
be put in the form (1). 
2. BINARY FORMS WITH NONTRIVIAL a 
Let n = 2, {e,,e,} be a basis in L,, and 
‘p(e,,e,,e,,...e,)=a,, 
‘p(e,,e,,e,,...e,) = a,, 
‘p(e2,e2,e2,...e2) = ak. (2) 
An operator A, defined by Ae, = xe, + ye,, Ae, = ze, + wes, belongs to Q 
iff 
q(Aei,,eiz,ei,y..., ei,) = q(ei,, Aeiz,ei3,...,ei,) (3) 
for all sets (ii, is,. . . ik) where each i is either 1 or 2. The system (3) provides 
only k - 1 independent equations: 
a,.2 + ur(w - x)- u,y = 0, 
a,2 + us(w - x)-a,y =o, 
uk_,z+u,p,(w-x)-aa,y=O. (4) 
The matrix of coefficients of this system (with unknowns z, w - X, and - y) 
is 
Lak-2 uk-l uk 
(5) 
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The system (4) has a nontrivial solution (and Q an operator which is not a 
multiple of the identity) iff the rank r of the matrix (5) is less than 3. If T = 0 
then ‘p = 0. If r = 1 then 
‘p(x,, x23... Xk) = (k&Xll+k&X12)(k&~21 +k&x22j 
. . . o&r,, +Lxaz) 
where xii, xi2 are coordinates of xi, and cp is degenerate. So we consider the 
case r = 2. Under this condition at least one of the following three statements 
holds: 
a, # 0, a2 Z 0, a,=a,= ... =a,_,=O, (a> 
ak-2 ak-l 
ak-l ak 
# 0. 
Indeed, unless (a) holds, either columns 1 and 2, or columns 2 and 3, of the 
matrix (5) are independent. In the first case (b) holds; in the second, (c) does 
(the proof is a simple exercise; it also follows from a general Lemma 1, p. 339 
in [l]). If (a) is the case, the general solution of the system (4) is y = z = 0, 
w - x = t, where t is a parameter and Q consists of all operators whose 
matrices in the basis {e,,e,} are diagonal. Since (c) can be brought to (b) by 
switching e, and e2, it remains to consider the case 
a0 al I I al a2 f 0. 
The general solution of (4) is 
z=- al a2 t I I a0 a2 a2 a3 3 w=u+ I I a1 a3 t, 
where t and u are parameters. We obtain a particular operator A, E Q by 
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setting u=O, t=(a,a,--a,) . ’ -’ As is simple to verify, the characteristic 
polynomial 9(X) = det( XI - A,) can be written as 
1 x P 
9(X)= a, l a, a0 a1 a2 * 
I I a1 a2 
a1 a2 a3 
Assume first that 9(X) has zeros Xi z X,. Then the eigenvectors of A, are 
f, = - X,e, +e,, f,= -AX,e,+e, (6) 
and form a basis of L,. It follows from Section 1 that cp(f i,,f iz,. . . ,f i,) = 0 
unless i,=i,= ... =i,,and q(f,,f, ,..., f,)#O, ‘p(f,,f, ,..., f,)#O.Theset 
52 consists of all operators whose matrices in the basis {f ,,f,} are diagonal. 
As an application, we derive a generalized Cardan formula. Let 
be a polynomial (p. = 0 is not excluded), and 
ui = 
i!( k - i)! 
k! pi, i=O,l,..., k. (8) 
Introduce a 2dimensional linear space L, with basis {e,, es }, and define a 
k-linear form by (2). Then 
cp(tel+e2,tel+e2,...,tel+e2)=P(t) (9) 
(the proof is a paraphrase of that of the binomial theorem by Newton). It 
follows from (6) that e, = (fl -f,)/(X, - A,), e2 = (X,f, - A,f,)/(X, - A,), 
and 
t+X, t + A, ___ ~ 
%+e2= Al_X2fl+ A,_Alf2. 
Since cp(f,,f,,..., f,)=P(-X,)andcp(f,,f,,...,f,)=P(-X,),(g)yields 
P(t) = p(-x2) (t+Xl)k+ (y’;k(r+h2)k. 
(Al - h2)k 
(10) 
2 1 
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So we have proved the following statement: 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf the rank of (5) is less than 3 (always true if k = 3) 
and X 1 # A 2, then the polynomial P( t ) can be expressed in the form (10) and 
its roots can be found as 
t= 
C&X, - A, 
l-C& ’ (11) 
where c is a fixed value of the kth root of (- l)k+lP( - A,)/P( - A,) and E 
mns through all values of ‘fi. 
Note that if a, Z 0, then from (lo), c # 1, and (11) provides k roots of 
P(t). If a, = 0, then c= 1, and in (11) we should exclude E= 1. So (11) 
provides all k - 1 roots of P(t) (a 1 # O-otherwise (b) would not hold). 
EJUMPLE 1. Let P(t)= t3+3t2-3t - 14. Here 
-l,a,=-14.Thematrix(5)is 
and its rank is 2; 
=-;(-2A2+13X-15). 
a,=l,a,=l,a,= 
The roots of q(X) are X,=5,X,=$. So P(-A,)=-&, P(-X,)=-F, 
c = 2, and (11) becomes t = (SE -5)/Q - 2~). After trivial calculations we 
obtain ail roots of P(t): t, = 2, t2,3 = - f + ifi/2. 
EXAMPLE 2. P(t)= 6t5 - 15t4 + 140t3.- 195t2 +330t - 133. Let k = 6, 
then a,=O, a,=l, a,=-1, a,=7, a,=-13, a,=55, a,=-133. We 
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have 
rank 
Equation (11) yields t = (2e + 3)/(1- ), E w h ere E runs through all values of “& 
except 1. The roots of P(t) are tl=&, tz3=i+5ifi/2, t,,=&+Sifi/6. 
It is natural to call (11) the generalized Cardan formula: it is equivalent to 
the Cardan formula if k = 3. 
NOW, let X, = h,. The vectors f, = - hre, +e,, f, = e, are linearly inde- 
pendent, and (A - X,)f,=f,, (A - h,)f,=O. The set Q consists of all 
operators that have matrices 
in the basis {fl,f2}, where X and /.L run through F. Using the notation of 
Section 1, we have c, = a,, cr = a2 - X ia 0. If ‘p is defined by the polynomial 
(7), then 
P(t)=q2(te,+e,,te,+e,,...te,+e,) 
=cp(f,+(t+X,)f,,f,+(t+X,)f,,...f,+(t+X,)f,) 
=~,(t+X,)~+k(a,-A,~,,)(t+h,)~? (12) 
Thus we get the following result: 
PROPOSITION 4. A polynomial P( t ) of degree k has a number - X 1 as 
zero of multiplicity k - 1 iff the matrix (5) has rank 2 and A, is a multiple 
root of the quadratic polynomial q(X). 
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EXAMPLE 3. P(t)=t5-44t4-88t3+64t2-112t+64. Here k=5, ao= 
1, a,=-$, a,=-& a,=?, a,=-y, a,=64; 
rank 
q(X)= 1 -4 -$ =-g(x+2)2, 
-4 -2 % 
A,=A,= -2. 
By (12), P(t) = (t -2)4(t +4). 
3. BINARY FORMS (GENERAL CASE) 
In section 1 we obtained canonical forms for those k-linear forms whose 
sets SJ contained operators with minimal polynomials of degree n. The 
canonical form was especially attractive when all the operator’s eigenvalues 
were distinct. We thus consider the problem of embedding L, in L, (some 
m > n) and extending ‘p to @J on L, in such a way that the corresponding d 
is “good” in some sense. What set FJ should we consider “good”: the one that 
contains an operator with minimal polynomial of degree n, or an operator 
with all distinct eigenvalues? In this paragraph we adopt the latter approach 
and solve the problem for n = 2. Precisely, we find a whole number r such 
that L, can be embedded into L, and cp, extended to + acting in L,, in such 
a way that 3, corresponding to @, contains an operator A, with all distinct 
eigenvalues and r is the smallest whole number with this property. 
The problem appears to be very closely related to the following: given a 
polynomial P(t), find the smallest r such that P can be expressed as a sum of 
r kth powers of linear binomials of t. Indeed, if we are given 2dimensional 
space L,, {e,,e,}, a basis of L,, cp defined by (2), and the polynomial (7) 
then the formula (8) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the set 
of all k-linear forms in L, and that of polynomials of degree < k. If T, L,, cp, 
and A,, are as defined above, f r, f 2, . . . , f I are eigenvectors of A,, 
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T(fi9fi>**e, fi)=l (i=1,2,..., r), and e, = Viif, + vlzf, + . . . + Virfr, es = 
rsif, + vzzf, + . . . + vZrfrr then 
P(t)=@(te,+e,,...te,+e,) 
=@((Viit+Vai)fi+ ... +(v,,t+v,,)f,,...,(v,,t+v,,)f, 
+ . . . + ( Vl$ + VZr)fr) 
= (y,,t + VJ + . . . + (v,,t + V&)! (13) 
Conversely, if (13) holds, then 
rank 
Vll VI2 *.- Vlr 11 = y21 v22 -*. v2r 2 
(otherwise cp would be degenerate: we consider a regular cp; see Section l), 
and we can find numbers2 v,,,, vP2,. . . v,,, p = 3,4,. . . , I, such that the matrix 
[ 
Vll v21 . . . Vrl 
v12 v22 . . ’ VT2 
. . . . . . . . . * . . . . . 
Vlr v2, ’ . . vrr I 
(14) 
is regular. Define a polynomial P of r variables by 
qt,,t,,..., t,) = i (Y& + zQ2 + . . . + V,$Jk. (15) 
i=l 
Complementing vectors e,, e2 by e3,e4,. . . ,e, to get a basis of L,, we define a 
k-form @ acting in L, by equating @(ei,, eiz, ei3,. . . ,e,,) to the coefficient of 
ti,ti, . ’ . ti, in (15), divided by the corresponding polynomial coefficient. As is 
easy to see, @ has the desirable a. The matrix of coordinates of the vectors 
f,,f,, * *. , f,-the eigenvectors of A,, mentioned above, with respect to basis 
{ e,,e,,..., e,}-is the inverse of (14), and e, = rirf, + v12fz + . . . + Virfr. 
Thus an embedding of L, into L, and extension of cp to + such that e, does 
not belong to any proper invariant space of A,,, defines a representation of P 
as a sum of r kth powers of linear binomials, none of which is a constant. If e, 
‘They can be taken almost arbitrarily. 
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does belong to an (r - l)-dimensional invariant subspace of A,, one of the 
terms in the corresponding representation of P is a constant. Conversely, any 
representation with no linear binomial that is constant defines embeddings L, 
into L, with e, not belonging to any proper invariant subspace of A,, while a 
representation of P with one constant term defines embeddings with e, 
belonging to an (r - l)-dimensional invariant subspace of A,. The vector e, 
cannot belong to an invariant subspace of A, of dimension less than (r - 1); 
otherwise, r would not be minimal. Note that if we know how to express P as 
a sum of kth powers of linear binomials, none of which is constant, we can 
find expressions containing a constant term, too, by solving a no-constant 
problem for the derivative P’(t) and integrating the result. 
For a reason that will become clear later we first consider the case 
r<(k+1)/2. 
THEOREM. Zf a polynomial (7)-(8) can be expressed as 
P(t)= k Pj(t+Xi)k7 rik+l 
i=l 
12’ 
where all pi # 0 and all Xi are distinct, then 
(a) we have 
i[ 
a0 a, **. ak-r 
rank a1 a2 *** ak-r+l =r, 
a.,. . ..;; . . *._._. . .a.k. . . . II 
and 
(b) the determinant 
4(X) = 
1 x A2 . . . x' 
a0 a, a2 ... a, 
al a2 a3 ... arfl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a r-l a, a,+1 ... a2r-1 
06) 
is a polynomial of degree r with distinct zeros (A,, A,, . . . , A,). 
Conversely, (a) and (b) imply (16). 
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Proof. Let L, be a linear r-space, {fl,fz,...,fr} a basis of L,, and @J a 
k-linear symmetric function on L, defined by 
@(fi,,fi,,...,fi.) = 
i 
. * 
o”i ftheth;s? = . . . = ik = i, 
LetA,:L,~L,bethelinearoperatordefinedbyA,fi=Xifi(i=1,2,...,r). 
Obviously, A, is symmetric with respect to +I. Set e, = f 1 + f 2 + . . . + f r, 
e2 = A,e,, e3 = A,e,,. .., e, = A,e,_ 1. Then {e,,e,,. ..,e,} is a basis of L r7 
and 
= @o(~el,el,q,...el) 
=rgX{f,+XLf,+ . . . -tXff,,f,+f,+ *.. +f,, 
f,+f,+ .*a +f,,...,f,+f,+ ... +fJ 
= pJ( + pJi, + . . . + p,xl;, 
where j = i, + i, + . . . + ik - k, i,, i,,. . . ik = l,2,. . . , r. For j = 0,1,2,. . . , k 
we have 
(17) 
where aO,a,,..., ak are related to P(t) by (8). We can now write 
a0 a1 . . a, 1 1 ... 1 
Ql a2 . . . a,+1 = II Al x2 ... A, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ak-r uk-r+l .” ak ! 
I Pl PA1 .*. cL1x;- l x cl2 P2X2 .‘. p2x2-1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pr IA ... PL,V 1 
Since the first matrix on the right has only r columns, (a) holds. 
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Restricting the factorization to the block consisting of the first r rows and 
r columns gives 
ail a, ... a,_, 1 1 . . . 1 
a1 u2 ... a, = A, A, .*. A, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
U rpl a, ..* Uzr-2 
.+. : ii: ; . . . . . . . . . .._ ; 
Pl PlXl . . . Plh;? 
x p2 P2X2 ... c12x’2-1 > 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pr PA *.. PX’ 
so the coefficient of X in q(X) is (-l)rA(h,,X2,...,h,)2~,~2~~~~,, where 
MA,, A,,... A,) is the Vandermonde determinant corresponding to distinct 
numbers X,, A,,..., X,. Thus, 9(X) is of degree r. Use (17) to define 
ok+rPak+sy...,ok,_k. Now we have 
~(ei,,ei,,...ei,)=Ui,+iz+..,+it~k, il,iz,...,ik=1,2,...,r. (18) 
Let 
AOe, = clel + c2e2 + . . . + c,e,. (19) 
The equalities +(e,, Aae,, ei3, ei4, . . . , e,,) = Q(A,e,., ei, e,,, ei,, . . . , eik) 
(ia, i,, . . . , i, = 1,2,. . . , r; i = 1,2,. . . , r - 1) yield 
aj+l 
=C$j+C,_lUj-I+ “’ +cluj-r+l’ r-l<j<kr-k-l. 
(20) 
If {g,,g,,... g, } is a basis of L, such that 
e,=u,g,+a,g,+ ... +a,_lgr, 
f?2 = u,g, + u,g, + . . . + a&,> 
e,=u,_, g,+a,g,+ ... +~,,-,g,~ (21) 
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then 
Aoe, = a,g, + a,+lgz + . . . + a,,- ,g, (22) 
[see (19)-(20)]. Note that if B: L, + L, is a linear operator, e E L,, 
{ cil> ci22 * ” > cir } are coordinates of the vector B’e (i = 0,1,2,. . . , r) with 
respect to an arbitrary basis, and the vectors e, Be, B 2e,. . . , B’ - ‘e are linearly 
independent, then the polynomial 
469 = 
1 x x2 ... X 
co1 Cl1 c21 . . . Crl 
co2 Cl2 c22 .‘. cr2 
. . . . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . 
COr Clr C2r . . . c,r 
is the characteristic polynomial of B times a nonzero constant.3 Applying this 
result to B = A,, e = e,, we prove (b). 
Conversely, let (a) and (b) hold. Due to (b), the system of r linear 
equations(20)(j=r-1,r,...,2r-2)hasauniquesolutionc,,c2,...,c,.Due 
to (a), (20) holds for j=2r-1,2r,...,k-1. Define numbers u~+~,u~+~ 
,..‘, a,,_, by setting j=k,k+l,..., kr - k - 1 in (20). Next, introduce the 
linear r-space L, with basis {gi, g,, . . . , g, }, and define vectors e,, e2,. . . , e, as 
in (21), a linear operator Ao: L, --) L, by the equalities Aoei = e,, i (i = 
1,2,..., r - l), and AOe, by (22). Also define a symmetric k-linear function @ 
acting on L, by (18) (i,,i, ,..., i,= 1,2 ,..., r). Because of (20) A, is 
symmetric with respect to @. The statement proved in the Footnote 3 implies 
that q(X) from (b) is the characteristic polynomial of A, (times a nonzero 
constant). Let Xi, X2,. . . , A, be eigenvalues of A [distinct, as given in (b)], 
and f f ,, 2,. . . , f ~ the corresponding eigenvectors. Since e,, e2,. . . , e, are linearly 
independent, we can assume without loss of generality that e, = f i + f 2 
+ ... +f,. Thus e2 = X,f, + X,f, + .. . + h,f,, e3 = A\fl + Aif, 
+ .-. +A2,f,,..., er= X,;-‘fl+ A’,-‘f, + ... + A’,-‘f,. Having expressed 
f,,f2,...,fr in terms of e e i, 2 ,..., e,,weuse(18)tocomputepi=@(fi,fi ,..., fi), 
3This statement is a corollary of the Cayley-Hamilton theorem: If X’ + h,X’-’ 
+ + h, _ ,A + h, is the characteristic polynomial of B; XL, X2,. , h, are its roots, all distinct; 
and h = Xi, then the linear combination of columns of q( A, ) with coefficients h,, h, I,. , 1 is a 
zero column. So the statement holds if B has all distinct eigenvalues-the only case that we treat 
in this article. The complete study of q(X) for an arbitrary operator was made by A. N. Krilov in 
1931 [l]. 
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i = 1,2 ,..*, r. We can now express P(t) as we wanted: 
P(t)=c+(te,+e,,te,+e,,...,te,+e,) 
= @((tZ + A,)kel,el,el,...,el) 
= @((tZ+A$(f,+f,+ ... +f,), 
f,+f,+ ... +f,,f,+f,+ ... +f, )...) f,+f,+ ... +f,) 
Call P regular if it satisfies (a), (b) for an appropriate T < (k + 1)/2; 
otherwise, call P singular. It follows from the previous reasoning that any 
regular polynomial can be represented as a sum of r kth powers of linear 
binomials, none of which is a constant, and that such a representation is 
unique. If P is singular, there is no way to express it as a sum of r < (k + 2)/2 
kth powers of (nonconstant) linear binomials of t. But we can represent P as 
a sum of r kth powers of linear binomials where (k +2)/2 < r < k + 2 
(r < k + 2 if P # 0). A representation with r 2 (k + 2)/2 is not unique; it 
depends upon some parameters whose values can be chosen arbitrarily (more 
accurately, almost arbitrarily-a closed algebraic set should be excluded). It 
is simple to get a representation with k + 1 terms: Choose h,, A,, . . . , A, 
almost arbitrarily and solve the linear system provided by (16) (r = k + 1) for 
Pl, P 2,. . . , pk+ 1 (for P = 0, we would get a trivial solution this way, so we 
need an extra Xk+s and an arbitrary Z.L~+~ # 0). How, in general, do we find 
the smallest possible r and ail corresponding representations? For r > (k + 
2)/2, (a) always holds, and (b) involves a,, a,, . . . , ak, . . . , a2r _ 1. In the 
singular case we have 2r - 1 > k. The given polynomial provides values of 
a,,a i,“‘, ak; append parameters ak+l,ak+2,...,a,,_,. As we can see from 
the previous section, any values of ak+ 1,. . . , a 2r _ 1 enable us to construct @, 
and P(t)=@(te,+e,,te,+e,,..., te i + e,) does not depend on their values 
[in (18), i, + i, + . . . + i, - k < k if i,,i, ,..., i, = 1,2]. So, if q(X) from (b) 
has rdistinctzerosforaset {a,+,,a,+,,...,a,,_,},weobtainarepresenta- 
tion of P as a sum of r terms corresponding to each such set. 
EXAMPLE 4. Z’(t)= t’-21t5 - 105t4 -245t3 -315t2-217t -63, k = 
7. We have a,=l, a,=O, a,=-1, a,=-3, a,=-7, a,=-15, a,= 
SYMMETRIC OPERATORS 
-31, u, = -63. Since 
1 0 -1 
0 -1 -3 =-l#O, 
-1 -3 -7 
rank 
IL -1 3 0 1 -1 37 0 - -3 7 115 - 31 -3 7 15 - 31 63-7 15 
1 1 x A2 x3 ( 
1: = 3, 
and 
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4(X)= ; _:’ 1; -3 -7 =X(X-1)(&2), 
-1 -3 -7 - 15 
the polynomial is regular and r = 3. We get A, = 0, A, = 1, A, = 2 and find 
pr=+, jJ2=l, /A3=-+ as a unique solution of the linear system 
I*,+p2+113=1, 
p2 +2p3 = 0, 
/.12+4/13= -1. 
so, 
P(t) = $‘+(t +1)‘-i(t +2)‘. 
&AMPLE 5. Express t2 as a sum of cubes of linear binomials. Let 
P(t)=3t3, so we have k=3,a,=0,a,=1,a2=0,u3=0. P(t) is singular, 
since for r = 1, (a) fails; for r = 2, so does (b). Let u4, us be parameters, and 
try r = 3. Compute q(X): 
4(x)= ; a ; Yu A3-u x2--2 
a4 
4 5 4’ 
0 0 u4 u5 
We obtain an infinite number of representations of t2 as a sum of three 
cubes. To specify a representation, we can impose different conditions. For 
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example, if we want A, = 1, A, = 2, we can set a4 = - $, a5 = - f; then 
A,= -% and t’=&(t +1)3- &(t +2)3-&(t -+)“. If we want A,= 3, 
X,=4,weset a,=--?, a,=-_,andobtain X,=-y, t2=$$(t+3)3 
- &(t +4)3 - g$(t - 9)“. 
I express my deep gratitude to Professor Ralph Kopperman at CCNY, who 
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